
DYNAMIC Assessment of 
Personality

• Methods
• Examples
• Face Validity?
• Another other validity?



The purpose of projective 
techniques:

• to create a "situation-less situation“
– In order to create an opportunity for an infinity 

of responses, with none clearly wrong or right
• Why?

– to create a smoke screen between ego and id, 
to allow "id-ipal" :-) impulses to be projected 
onto test items & the test administrator



Halsman’s Jumpology

• “Many remember Prince de Talleyrand for 
saying that the tongue was given to 
diplomats to hide their thoughts…”

• “But who will remember that author for 
saying that the face was given us to hide 
our inner self?”



More from Philippe Halsman:

• “…Psychologists have devised many 
methods to find out what we are hiding 
under our masks. They use 
psychoanalysis or hypnotism or a truth 
serum; they apply tests like the Rorschach 
test, associations test, etc. To this arsenal 
the author is adding a new psychological 
tool--the jump. He calls this new branch of 
science ‘jumpology.’”



See Jumps file for many!



Another sample projective test: 
Konig's 3-circle test

instructions:
• "Begin by drawing 3 circles:  one to 

represent the past, one to represent the 
present, one to represent the future.  
These circles may be any size and may be 
arranged in any way."

• “Be sure to label which circles represent 
the past, present, and future.”



Are your circles nearly equal in 
size and not touching?
• "[You are] a reasonably stable person with 

an easy-going approach to life.  You're 
flexible rather than rigid.  You don't have 
any big, important goals for the future and 
you don't suffer regrets or guilt over 
incidents of your past.  You're prone to 
take each day as it comes, to accept 
people at face value, and to rarely hold 
grudges."



Is your past circle largest?

• "Your family and background are 
tremendously important to you.  You're a 
reflective person who values privacy and 
learns from past mistakes."



Is your present circle largest?

• You lead a busy life.  You rarely have time 
to do everything you'd like to do.  You 
enjoy today and don't believe in 
postponing pleasures until tomorrow."



... future circle is largest?

• "You're an optimist who believes things will 
get better for you as time passes.  You're 
willing to postpone pleasures."



... present circle is smallest?

• "The person tends to be an intellectual and 
technical thinking person.  You're apt to let 
your head rule your heart.  You're 
inquisitive, a culture lover, and probably a 
heavy reader."



... past circle is smallest?

• "You're apt to be a self-made person.  
You've done well.  You're content with your 
condition today and confident about the 
future.  If you're a woman, you're probably 
happily married. [sic!]"



...3 circles on top of each 
other--as one?
• "You're a rare exception.  You feel time 

has come to a standstill for you.  You may 
well have experienced a recent personal 
tragedy."  ....or you're just trying to be 
clever--a form of resistance, perhaps!



most common pattern

• "The biggest percentage of people are 
definitely present-oriented, so that the 
most common response on this test is for 
the circles all to be of the same size."  "I 
have found that about half of all college 
students see time as being continuous, 
that is, their circles overlap."



Rorschach inkblots: nature of 
test

• "inkblot test", developed by Swiss 
psychiatrist (Rorschach)

• 10 cards
• 2 with touches of red
• 3 with pastels/gray/black/white
• 5 gray/black/white

• Why I can’t show you the actual cards!



An example 
that is not a 
Rorschach 
card! 
 
Ezra’s inkblot



Rorschach inkblots: 
measurement procedure

• verbatim recording
• initial showing

– duration of responses noted
– position or positions cards held by person
– emotional expressions
– other incidental behavior noted as well

• second showing
– cards shown again, clarification allowed



Rorschach inkblots: scoring 
(Exner)

• content
• human vs. animal
• movement
• determinants
• location
• popularity of response



Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)

• developed by Murray at Harvard Psychological 
Clinic

• 19 black-and-white drawings on large cards
• questions asked for each card:

– "What is happening at the moment?"
– "Who is the hero?"
– "What is the character thinking?"
– "What will the outcome be?"

• 1 blank card:  "Imagine a picture...."
• two 1-hour sessions, with more bizarre cards in 

2nd hour



Post’s version (unintentional)
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more...

• His was the last stop on the line, and at that time of day, before 
the rush hour, the train was nearly empty when it bumped to a 
halt. Still, it was a small town; he was known there, and he 
couldn't pick her up at the station. There was no other reason, 
he explained, that a man his age would be meeting someone so 
young and so beautiful, and if they were spotted, it would 
cause problems. She knew he'd thrown in the compliments 
about her looks as a consolation prize. She wasn't beautiful in 
the way he meant, and she had no need to be told she was. She 
was happiest when people praised her for being insightful or 
clever. A boyfriend in college had accused her of being cold, an 
insult that she'd found unexpectedly flattering.
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• and more...

• It took 15 minutes to walk to his house from the station. 
Longer if she stopped to sit on a bench at the beach and turn 
her face up to the sun, or went into one of the shops to buy 
candy for herself or a cheap and silly present -- a T-shirt, a 
plastic lobster -- to send to the boyfriend who'd moved to 
Seattle six months earlier for a job. A good job, he explained, 
too good to pass up. The move, he told her, was temporary and 
didn't change his feelings about her. Oddly, it seemed to her, he 
never asked her if it changed her feelings about him.
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and yet more...

• But none of this was what had made her cry. What it was was 
the thought that one day, years from now, when she was older 
and heavier, perhaps happier, she would see her reflection in 
the window of a train and it would all come back to her: the 
smell of the cottage, the faces of the people waiting in North 
Station, the lights of Boston across the cold expanse of the 
ocean as the train headed back into the city. Undoubtedly, she 
would have a husband, possibly a faithful one, children with 
good educations, a career of her own, or a life of comfortable 
leisure. And still, she knew she'd think about this period, about 
the ducks and the waterfall and the T-shirt shops, with longing. 
Not because any of it had been more than occasionally 
rewarding, but because all of it would be forever out of reach.
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Incomplete Sentences Tests
• "I like..."

– to find the man of my dreams!
• "The happiest time..."

– is when I am with those that [sic] I love
• "I want to know..."

– why does love hurt so much when it is meant to make 
you feel good?

• "Back home..."
– I have a really good time.

• "I regret..."
– saying things when I don't mean them.



More items
• "At bedtime..."

– I fantasize about the ones I love.
• "Men..."

– are lovable, huggable, and cherish-able.
• "The best..."

– thing in life is love and care.
• "What annoys me..."

– are those who misunderstand me.
• "People..."

– are hard to please.
• "A mother..."

– is all it takes to offer love.



more more
• "I feel..."

– sad, and worried...maybe unsatisfied.
• "My greatest fear..."

– is to lose those that [sic] I love.
• "In school..."

– I study and socialize.
• "I can't..."

– stop loving those that I do.
• "Sports..."

– are pleasurable and an energy outlet.



Other projective assessments

• Stream-of-consciousness verbalization:  
Free Association

• Analysis of Dreams
– manifest content
– latent content

• "Dream-Werk" editing



Results of Dynamic 
Personality Assessment 
• Reliability

– Decreases (!) with training, e.g., Crow (1957) study 
• Validity

– Decreases with training, e.g., Crow (1957) study
• criteria:  concurrently administered MMPI, self-ratings

• Feedback on accuracy helps?
– No.  confidence increased, accuracy stays the same or 

decreases.



Might more information help?
• cf. Kostlan (1954), Golden (1964):

– provide just biographic fact sheet with age, marital 
status, occupation, education, referral source

– add social case history
– add Incomplete Sentence Test
– add Rorschach

• Findings:
– Rorschach, & Incomplete Sentence Test added no 

significant accuracy on checklist above that provided 
by biographic fact sheet and the social case history.



Case study

• United States v. Kent (Criminal No. 
798-61, District Court for the District of 
Columbia)



"[The first] psychologist testified that 
she had administered the following 
tests to Kent:
• Wechsler Memory Scale,
• Bender-Gestalt,
• Rorschach,
• Thematic Apperception Test,
• House-Tree-Person Test,
• Szondi Test."



Global diagnosis from tests
• "From this evidence she [the psychologist] 

diagnosed the defendant as: 
• schizophrenic, undifferentiated type, 

characterized by:
– abnormal thoughts,
– difficulty with emotional control,
– deficient in common-sense judgment, and
– lacking in close relationships with other people."



More

• "She considered these indicative of 
psychosis, and that the crimes of 
housebreaking, robbery, and rape of which 
the defendant was accused were products 
of the mental disease."



Cross-examination (of the 
psychologist!) by the government

• "What did the House-Tree-Person Test 
reveal?"
– "The major finding was a feeling of withdrawal, 

running away from reality, feelings of rejection 
by women."

• "And the results of the Szondi?"
– "This showed a passive depressed person who 

withdrew from the world of reality, with an 
inability to relate to others."



more cross-examination
• "Wasn't the Szondi Test made up around 

1900...?  And wasn't it made up of a 
number of pictures of Europeans who 
were acutely psychotic?"
– "Yes, that is true."

• "And this tells you something about his 
personality?"
– "Yes, you can tell something about the person 

from his responses to the photos."



more

• "And the House-Tree-Person Test--you 
handed the defendant Kent a pencil and a 
blank piece of paper, is that right Doctor?"
– "That is correct."

• "And you asked him to draw a house?"
– "Yes."



more cross-examination
• "And what did this tell you about Kent?"

– "The absence of a door, and the bars on the 
windows, indicated he saw the house as a jail, 
not a home. ...Also, you will notice it is a side 
view of the house; he was making it 
inaccessible."

• "Isn't it normal to draw a side view of a 
house?  You didn't ask him to draw a front 
view, did you?"
– "No."



more

• "And those bars on the window--could they 
have been Venetian blinds and not bars?  
Who called them bars, you or Kent?"
– "I did."

• "Did you ask him what they were?"
– "No."



more

• "What else did the drawing reveal about 
Kent?"
– "The line in front of the house runs from left to 

right.  This indicates a need for security."
• "This line indicates insecurity?!  Could it 

also indicate the contour of the landscape, 
like a lawn or something?"
– "That is not the interpretation I gave it."



more

• "And the chimney--what does it indicate?"
– "You will notice the chimney is dark.  This 

indicates disturbed sexual feelings.  The 
smoke indicates inner daydreaming."

• "Did I understand you correctly?  Did you 
say that dark chimneys indicate disturbed 
sex feelings?"
– "Yes."



more

• "You then asked Kent to draw a tree.  
Why?"
– "We have discovered that a person often 

expresses feelings about himself that are on a 
subconscious [sic] level when he draws a tree."



more
• "And what does this drawing indicate 

about Kent's personality?"
– "The defendant said it was a sequoia, 1500 

years old, and that it was diseased.  This 
indicates a feeling of self-depreciation. Also, 
the tree has no leaves and it leans to the left.  
This indicates a lack of contact with the outside 
world--the absence of leaves."



more
• "Don't trees lose their leaves in winter, 

Doctor?  If you look outside the window 
now, in Washington, do you see leaves on 
the trees?  Perhaps the defendant was 
drawing a picture of a tree without leaves, 
as they appear in winter."
– "The important thing is, however, why did the 

defendant select this particular tree.  He was 
stripped of leaves, of emotions."



more
• "You then asked him to draw a person?"

– "Yes."
• "And he drew this picture of a male?"

– "Yes."
• "And what does this drawing indicate about 

Kent?"
– "The man appears to be running.  This 

indicates anxiety, agitation.  He is running, you 
will notice, to the left.  This indicates running 
away from the environment.  If he had been 
running to the right this would indicate entering 
the environment."



more
• "How about the hands?"

– "The sharp fingers may indicate hostility."
• "Anything else?"

– "The head and body appear to be separated by 
a dark collar, and the neck is long.  This 
indicates a split between intellect and emotion.  
The dark hair, dark tie, dark shoes, and dark 
buckle indicate anxiety about sexual 
problems."


